ANGLE CLOSURE PRESENTED WITH MODERATE MYOPIA
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ABSTRACT

Angle closure in a myopic patient is rare. Here is presented a report of one 37- years old female patient who presented with cloudiness of vision in both eyes (OU) since two months, associated with occasional ocular pain and heaviness around temporal region for one year. There was no history of ocular trauma. On presentation, her best corrected visual acuity was 6/9 [ -4.50/-1.25x120] in Right eye and 6/9[-5.25DS] in Left Eye. Slit Lamp examination demonstrated a shallow anterior chamber [Van Herick Grade I] in both eyes. Moreover both the eyes exhibited shorter axial length with increased Lens vault and thickness. The intraocular pressures (IOP) recorded were 14mm Hg for right eye and 16 mm Hg for Left eye respectively. Gonioscopy revealed completely closed angles for both the eyes. However she was successfully treated with Peripheral Laser Iridotomy in both eyes to completely open her angles.

This case demonstrates the uncommon presentation of narrow angles in a moderately myopic patient. The age and refractive error of this patient should immediately raise the possibility of an atypical cause of angle narrowing. In this case, the examination findings point to Microspherophakia with increased Lens vault as a cause of angle narrowing.

BACKGROUND

Microspherophakia (MSP) is a rare form of crystalline lens disorder. The disease can be present as an isolated condition or can be associated with several systemic disorders. Microspherophakia is characterized by increased anteroposterior diameter and reduced equatorial diameter. In these cases the zonules are under developed and abnormally weak and are unable to exert enough traction on the lens leading it to a more spherical configuration rather than forming a typical oval or biconvex form. I hereby described a case of 37 years old female with bilateral moderate myopia with angle closure presented in Dr Shroff’s Charity Eye Hospital.

CASE PRESENTATION

A 37 years old female presented at Dr Shroff’s Charity Eye Hospital with complaints of diminution of vision in both eyes since two months, and occasional ocular pain and heaviness around temporal region for one year. She had last been checked for glasses two years back. She had no history of ocular trauma. Her family history was unremarkable. Priorly she visited one hospital at Lucknow, India, where Optical Coherence Tomography (OCT) and Ultrasound Bio-microscopy (UBM) were performed. Where OCT reports were stable and UBM showed shallow anterior chamber depth and increased lens thickness.

On examination in our hospital, presenting best corrected visual acuity with Snellen Chart for Right eye was 6/9 with a refractive error of [ -4.50/-1.25x120] and for Left eye was 6/9 [-5.25DS]. Near vision was N6 for both eyes. The intraocular pressures (IOP) recorded were 14mm Hg for right eye and 16 mm Hg for Left eye respectively.
The Slit-Lamp examination was noted for bilaterally shallow anterior chambers [Van Herick Grade I] and iridodonesis in both eyes (Figure 1). Both corneas were clear. The Pupils were round and reacted normally to light. The crystalline lenses were clear. The cup disc ratio was 0.5 for both eyes (OU) with healthy neuroretinal rim (Figure 2). There were no other abnormalities noted in anterior and posterior segment.

![Figure 1: The slit lamp examination of the patient’s Right eye (A) and Left eye (B) demonstrates shallow anterior chamber.](image)

![Figure 2: (A) Right eye and (B) Left eye with healthy disc.](image)

On undilated non indentation Gonioscopy all the angles were completely closed for both the eyes. Compression opened the angles to the Scleral spur, but no Peripheral Anterior Synechiae (PAS) were detected(Figure 3) (Figure 4).

![Figure 3: Convexity of iris in Gonioscopy.](image)
IOL master recorded Axial Length (AXL) of 20.40mm and Anterior chamber depth (ACD) of 2.11mm in right eye. And for Left Eye Axial length (AXL) was 20.50mm and ACD was 2.23mm. This clearly shows that the ACD was very shallow and AXL was very short. Lens Thickness noted was 4.40mm for right eye and 4.50mm for left eye which was quite thicker than the normal (Figure 5). And Lens Vault was 1529um for the Right Eye and 1164um for Left Eye (Figure 6). Due to this steepness of the lens and shallow Anterior Chamber a diagnosis of bilateral moderate myopia with angle closure was made. This triad of lenticular myopia, shallow Anterior Chamber, greater lens thickness with angle closure shows possible diagnosis of microspherophakia with increased lens vault. Later Peripheral Laser Iridotomy was performed in both eyes and patient was asked to follow up after one week.

Figure 4: Gonioscopy pictures.

Figure 5: IOL Master of the patient’s right(A) and Left(B) eyes demonstrates increased lens thickness.
Figure 6: ASOCT of Right eye (A) and Left eye (B) showing shallow anterior chamber with increased Lens Vault.

After 1 week again the patient reported in our hospital and undilated non indentation Gonioscopy was again performed, and this time Posterior Trabecular Meshwork (PTM) was visible in all four quadrants and iris convexity was also present for both eyes.

DISCUSSION

This case demonstrates the uncommon presentation of narrow angles in a moderately myopic patient. In this case, the history and examination findings point to microspherophakia as the cause of angle narrowing. Microspherophakia is usually a bilateral rare condition occurs due to the under developed zonules causing abnormality of the crystalline lens. They limit the radial growth of developing lens, leading to the formation of a relatively spherical lens and resultant high lenticular myopia. There is an increase in anteroposterior diameter of the lens along with reduced equatorial diameter. With pharmacologic pupillary dilatation, the lens equator and zonules may be seen to varying degrees.

Some other features of Microspherophakia that have been reported include iridodonesis, phacodonesis, Lens protrusion, pupillary block, lens dislocation or subluxation. Not all features are seen in every patient with Microspherophakia. As in our case there was no lens subluxation or dislocation, though iridodonesis was present in both eyes.

Angle closure in microspherophakia usually results from pupillary block induced by the anteriorly displaced lens and its increased curvature. In cases where the zonules are not intact, the Lens dislocation and forward movement cause pupillary block and phacomorphic glaucoma.

The cause of microspherophakia is still unknown. It has been suggested that it is due to arrest in development or abnormal insertion of the secondary lens fibres both of which may be secondary to a nutritional deficiency from defects in the tunica vasculosa lentis and both may occur at the fifth to sixth month of embryonic life as the lens is normally spherical at this stage.

Zonular fibres may also be undeveloped due to lack of tension and arrest in lens development so that it may remain spherical instead of gradually converting to a normal biconvex shape. This is consistent with the frequent association of microspherophakia and lens dislocation.

Microspherophakia may occur as isolated defect or may be well known or may be associated with systemic anomalies. Its associations with Weill-Marchesani syndrome and Marfan’s syndrome are well documented. Less commonly, it has been reported in other inherited and developmental disorders such as Alport’s syndrome, Peter’s anomaly, and Klinefelter syndrome. Moreover the age and refractive error of this patient should immediately alert the clinician for the possibility of Microspherophakia with increased Lens Vault. Although this patient was mildly short in height and middle aged women, she had normal appearing fingers and no known systemic abnormality.

There is no established standard management for microspherophakia. It has been suggested that Peripheral Iridotomy to relieve pupillary block should be performed in patients with microspherophakia. Pupillary block is exacerbated with miotics and relieved by mydriatics. Miotics usually slack the ciliary zonules which will ultimately cause lens to move anteriorly, leading to shallower anterior chamber. Accordingly miotics are not recommended in
the management of microspherophakia. On the other hand, cycloplegic agents such as atropine relax the ciliary muscle, tighten the zonules causing posterior lens movement that can open the angle and decrease the IOP.

CONCLUSION

This patient was diagnosed with microspherophakia with moderate myopia causing angle closure and increased Lens Vault. In this case the patient was successfully treated with Peripheral Iridotomy in order to completely open her angles. Her intraocular pressures remains normal and she continues to be asymptomatic with refractive correction.
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